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Mrs harris opus

in: Episodes, Season 2, Season 2 Episodes, Aired in 2020 Comments Share Sydney, Olive, Ms Harris and Museum Associate Professor to see works of art destroyed by Sydney and Olive. Nick RossittoPatrice Asuncion Previous Next Baby One More Rhyme Lunch Club Mrs Harris' Opus is the eighth
episode in season 2 of Sydney on Max. First aired April 10, 2020 to 0.37 million viewers. [1] When Sydney and Olive accidentally destroy a hugely popular exhibit at the museum, their teacher Ms Harris is deemed guilty and at risk of losing her job. The girls will come up with a plan to persuade Vice
President Virmani not to fire Ms. Harris. The main cast of Repetitive Cast Guest Cast Nick Jaine as adult Pete Maggie Carney as Museum Associate Professor The title of the episode is a reference to Mr. Holland's 1995 dramatic film Opus. Raven-Symoné directed this episode; she portrays Raven in the
Disney Channel series, That's Both Raven and Raven's Home. Lady Gaga is mentioned. Leo says his middle name is Ruby, but in As bad as she gets, his middle name has been revealed as Lawrence. Only if he has two middle names. Episodes Season 2 Season 2 Episodes aired in the 2020
Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Sydney's The Max - Mrs Harris' Opus With Ruth Righi and Ava Kolker (Disney Channel/Eric McCandless) JACKSON DOLLINGER, MELISSA PETERMAN In Sydney's Max episode Of Mrs Harris' Opus Sydney, starring Ruth
Righi, and Olive, played by Ava Kolker have to come up with a plan to help Ms Harris after their accident has implications for their teacher. It appears that after the museum accident that causes damage to the exhibit happens, Mrs Harris is suspected of being the one to blame, even if it is indeed a girl.
They're trying to talk to the vice principle to make sure Ms. Harris isn't fired, but we know they might have to do more. We wonder what kind of flash back will happen with this episode, just as we see a picture of Jackson Dollinger playing a young Sydney max on MAX - Mrs Harris' Opus - When Sydney
and Olive accidentally destroy a very popular exhibit at the museum, their teacher Ms Harris is deemed guilty and at risk of losing her job. The girls will come up with a plan to persuade Vice President Virmani not to fire Ms. Harris. This Sydney episode of Max airs Friday, April 10 (8am-8.23pm EDT) on the
Disney Channel. (Disney Channel/Eric McCandless) MAGGIE CARNEY, MELISSA PETERMAN, RUTH RIGHI, AVA KOLKER You can tune in to Max Harris' Max Opus episode on Friday, April 10 on the Disney Channel. Edit Edit When Sydney and Olive accidentally destroy a hugely popular exhibit at
the museum, their teacher Ms Harris is deemed guilty and at risk of losing her job. The girls will come up with a plan to persuade Vice President Virmani not to fire Ms. Harris. Plot Summary | Add synopsy parents wizard: Add content for parents » Edit release date: April 10, 2020 (U.S.) See more » It's
Laughter Productions More » First aired: April 10, 2020 After Sydney and Olive accidentally destroy the museum exhibit, Ms Harris's work is under threat. Determined to fix things, the girls come up with a plan to persuade Vice President Virmani not to fire her. The series, Friday at 8am Close When
Sydney and Olive accidentally destroy a hugely popular exhibit at the museum, their teacher Ms Harris is deemed guilty and at risk of losing her job. The girls will come up with a plan to persuade Vice President Virmani not to fire Ms. Harris. * Guest in the lead roles are Melissa Peterman as Ms. Harris and
Rizwan Manji as Vice President Virmani. Virmani.
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